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DrvCareXP is a software solution designed
to make drive cleaning and scanning a
breeze, providing a bunch of useful tools
along with a user friendly interface. Why
we love it Designed to make a smooth
operation With DrvCareXP all of the tasks
are well organized and easy to access.
Highly simple to use DrvCareXP is so easy
to use that even a newbie will be able to
work with it. Easy to set up DrvCareXP is
simple to use but has all the tools you need
in order to keep your system clean. Share
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is a software solution designed to make
drive cleaning and scanning a breeze,
providing a bunch of useful tools along with
a user friendly interface. Since we're pretty
much used with today's maintenance
programs that bundle loads of features,
expectations are quite high. Well,
DrvCareXP isn't quite impressive as it is
more like a simple interface that gives you
quick access to a number of Windows
utilities, including disk cleanup,
defragmentation and scan disk. Although it
looks indeed very user friendly and
straightforward when first seeing the app,
extra care is recommended when using it.
First of all, keep in mind that enabling the
scan disk and hitting the run button will
reboot your computer without prior notice,
so don't forget to save your work before
opening the app. Disk Cleanup is nothing
more than the standard utility included in
Windows. Probably the only good thing
inside the app is the fact that it comes with
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a tool to schedule operations. Also, in case
you get yourself into some sort of trouble
using this application, you can also turn to
the comprehensive help manual that's
included in the package. There is a rather
interesting feature to be found in
DrvCareXP, namely the one that allows you
to use a third-party utility for
defragmenting the system. To activate it,
simply check the box near 'Use My
Defragger'. Of course, DrvCareXP works
smooth and fast, but don't expect
revolutionary results, as the only
improvements are actually the ones made
by the tools built in Windows. All things
considered, its safe to say that this software
works as good as the dedicated programs
that come by default with your operating
system. The scheduling
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Keymacro is a sound keylogger. It logs all
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the audio keys you are pressed with and
records them as sound clips. It is very easy to
use. You can view the recordings you get
from the Keymacro through the Keymacro
"Recorders" application. You can also listen
to the clips recorded by Keymacro through
the "Audiospecter" application. Keymacro is
the first application of its kind, which
records audio keys instead of text. Some
other audio keyloggers recorded text in plain
text, some had a GUI, but we never had
anything as easy to use and powerful as this.
You can also change Keymacro's settings and
modify it to your liking. Keymacro is able to
save up to 2.5 hours of audio recordings on
each keystroke. You can select the duration
of the recording from 10 seconds up to 2.5
hours. The settings dialog will show you how
many seconds are recorded, how many times
a button has been pressed, how many
keystrokes have been performed, how many
passwords have been typed etc. Keymacro
can also start from an open window and start
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recording. You can also use Keymacro as a
file recorder. Using the Keymacro
applications, you can use the audio recording
with the following applications: - Any text
editor - Any music player - The popular
screen recorders, such as ShowRec - Any
media player, as they usually record audio,
including TV, radio, etc. - Audiospecter,
which is also a very useful application, as it
allows you to listen to your audio recordings
with different settings. Keymacro supports
the following audio features: - Any standard
sound card or sound card software - Any
audio file - Any audio file with any audio
settings, such as WAV, OGG, MP3, WMA,
AAC, etc. - Any audio file with any audio
settings and codecs (MP3) Keymacro's
unique feature is the fact that it uses
"language blocks", which means that no
matter how you type, the keystrokes you
make are converted into a particular
language. For example, if you want to use
English, just type "a" and "i". If you want to
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use Arabic, type " "ﺀand ""ﺇ. If you want to
use French, type "a" and "e". The settings
window can be seen in the 81e310abbf
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DrvCareXP is a useful software designed to
make drive cleaning and scanning a breeze.
The interface is rather simple, so don't be
put off by its appearance. This software is
basically just an interface to a number of
utilities, including Disk Cleanup,
defragmentation and a quick scan of your
hard disk. DrvCareXP is one of the rare
products that are capable of running thirdparty utilities, so you can use an external
defragmenter if you want. There are no real
new features as it is a simple tool designed
to replace the Windows utilities that are
included by default, but it also comes with a
comprehensive manual that will help you
with whatever problem you might
experience during its usage. COSHIBA
DiskSoft COSHIBA DiskSoft Description:
COSHIBA DiskSoft - Disk Scanner can
scan and detect any problems on the hard
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drive and the USB storage devices, allowing
you to scan and defragment your hard
drives in Windows XP. WinFAT (FTL)
Info WinFAT (FTL) Info Description:
WinFAT Info 4.0.0.0 is a tool to scan for
and detect WinFAT file systems. WinFAT
is a file system format used by most
compact discs and some hard drives. Tiny
Server Tiny Server Description: TinyServer
enables you to reduce the size of your
installed server programs to a minimum. It
eliminates the need to use many installers or
executables, and still allows you to access
your server program through its standard
interface. TinyServer is not limited to a
particular type of server program.
TinyServer eliminates all types of installers
and executables that normally accompany
server programs, and is available for all
common operating systems. QuickFixes
QuickFixes Description: If you are looking
for more than simple software, you might
be interested in searching the market for
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QuickFixes. With QuickFixes you can gain
an even more powerful software package,
allowing you to perform basic computer
maintenance tasks. With QuickFixes you
have the option of saving data that you need
to recover as well as formatting and
repartitioning of your disk. QuickFixes is a
standalone application for Windows
98/ME/2000/XP/NT/2003, allowing you to
fix errors and explore and modify your
computer's properties. Web Statistics Web
Statistics Description:
What's New In?

Toolbox for your Computer, your iPod,
your PSP and your smartphone! *
Automatically optimizes your hard drive *
A tool to manage your backups and
synchronize your mobile devices * A utility
to get your computer ready for use and
clean your hard disk * A defragmenter for
the Windows system * A backup program
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for your files and your information * A
scanner that removes viruses, trojans and
spyware Features: * Automatically optimize
your hard drive * Monitor hard disk and the
folders * Displays the largest files in a list *
Locate corrupted or damaged files on your
hard drive * An advanced defragmenter *
Backup your files * Synchronize your
mobile devices * A scanner that removes
viruses, trojans and spyware Get ready to
reap the benefits of the software. *
Background tasks are automatically saved
when the application is closed * An
optimizer to avoid hard disk problems *
Recovery of settings after the computer has
been rebooted * An alternative interface *
An automatic opening of the main
applications when the application is opened
* Additional features: Download our latest
Free Version DrvCareXP is a software
solution designed to make drive cleaning
and scanning a breeze, providing a bunch of
useful tools along with a user friendly
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interface. Since we're pretty much used
with today's maintenance programs that
bundle loads of features, expectations are
quite high. Well, DrvCareXP isn't quite
impressive as it is more like a simple
interface that gives you quick access to a
number of Windows utilities, including disk
cleanup, defragmentation and scan disk.
Although it looks indeed very user friendly
and straightforward when first seeing the
app, extra care is recommended when using
it. First of all, keep in mind that enabling
the scan disk and hitting the run button will
reboot your computer without prior notice,
so don't forget to save your work before
opening the app. Disk Cleanup is nothing
more than the standard utility included in
Windows. Probably the only good thing
inside the app is the fact that it comes with
a tool to schedule operations. Also, in case
you get yourself into some sort of trouble
using this application, you can also turn to
the comprehensive help manual that's
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included in the package. There is a rather
interesting feature to be found in
DrvCareXP, namely the one that allows you
to use a third-party utility for
defragmenting the system. To activate it,
simply check the box near 'Use My
Defragger'. Of course, DrvCareXP works
smooth and fast, but don't expect
revolutionary results, as the only
improvements are actually the ones made
by the tools built in Windows. All things
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System Requirements For DrvCareXP:

Supported OS: Windows 10/8/7/Vista/XP
(32 bit/64 bit) Intel Core i3 / AMD Phenom
X3, 2 GHz or faster 4 GB RAM 20 GB
available hard disk space 1024 x 768 screen
resolution or higher Graphics: DirectX 11
compatible video card with latest drivers.
Supported video card: NVIDIA GeForce
460 and ATI Radeon HD 2600 series. This
game is also available in a 360 version at
www.playmobilgames.net/en/sm
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